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Visualize the Customer and Employee interactions
and touchpoints using Journey Mapping

Identify Moments of Truth
by evaluating issues and opportunities

Working as a group, map the experience of the people your company serves leveraging the customer lifecycle.
Include customer behaviors, touchpoints, and attitudes/emotions. Next, map the experience of the employees
engaged in facilitating and delivering the customer experience. Include internal processes, teams/groups, systems/
tools and pain points.  4 hours

Evaluate the journey map to find issues or opportunities in the
customer and employee experience 45 minutes

TIME

Customer & Employee Journey Map
Unite customer and employee experiences through this journey map to identify and prioritize areas of focus.

PHASE

What are the high-level
phases across the
customer journey?

CUSTOMER
BEHAVIORS

TOUCHPOINTS

ATTITUDES +
EMOTIONS

INTERNAL
PROCESS

TEAMS +
GROUPS

SYSTEMS
+ TOOLS

What are the actions
taken by the customer?

What channels does the
customer use to reach
you?

What attitude or emotion
does the journey evoke?

What are the steps taken
internally to support the
customer behavior?

What teams and groups
are engaged in delivering
the experience?

What systems and tools
are used to deliver the
experience?
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TIP:

Use MURAL's
timer feature to
stay on track!

ATTITUDES +
EMOTIONS

What attitude or emotion
does the journey evoke?
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SYSTEMS + TOOLS SYSTEMS + TOOLS SYSTEMS + TOOLS SYSTEMS + TOOLS

ATTITUDES + EMOTIONS ATTITUDES + EMOTIONS ATTITUDES + EMOTIONS ATTITUDES + EMOTIONS

PEOPLE
2 - 10

TIME
 4 - 8 hours

DIFFICULTY
Intermediate

Customer & Employee Journey Map
framework courtesy of our friend
Seema Jain at MURAL
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Your facilitation team
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Customer 
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Introduction
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Phase:
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Prepare 'needs statements'
by framing 'moments of truth'
Using the moments of truth, frame the issues and opportunities
in the form of the following short phrase: [Persona] needs a way
to _____ so that _____.  Identify themes stemming from similar
ideas. 40 minutes

______ needs a way to______ so that ______.

Persona

do something
that

addresses
their need

The
persona
benefits

Flag the most compelling areas of focus
using Visualize the Vote
Quickly reach consensus about the key moments in the
experience that should be the team’s focus. 20 minutes

Click the
Voting Session

button in the
menu above

Click 
Start Voting

Name the
voting session

(e.g. "Most impactful
statements")

Change the
number of
votes to 3 

3 
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Visualize the Customer and Employee interactions
and touchpoints using Journey Mapping

Identify Moments of Truth by evaluating issues
and opportunities

Prepare Needs Statements by framing
Moments of Truth

Flag the most compelling areas of focus using
Visualize the Vote
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4 Steps to Creating Digital
Customer & Employee
Journey Maps

Back to All Posts I recently had
the pleasure of presenting at the
Experience Design 2020
Conference in Denver, CO with
Rebekah Baker of Salesforce.
This year's theme was focused
on exploring the boundaries of
what experience really means
and how to use design to make
an impact. Journey maps are ...

Mural

Rapid Techniques for
Mapping Experiences:
Webinar Recap

Back to All Posts �  "Rapid
Techniques for Mapping
Experiences," webinar by Jim
Kalbach�  Understanding your
customer's experience is the
first step in creating solutions
that provide real value. The use
of visual representations --
diagrams of the experience --
helps expose opportunities for ...

Mural

Facilitation Superpowers |
MURAL

Insights, tools and case studies
from digital-first companies and
expert facilitators Our mission at
MURAL is to inspire, enhance,
and connect Imagination
Workers globally. We believe
that innovation, change, can
happen anywhere, as long as
great minds can be connected
and collaborate towards a ...

Mural

Tips for the facilitator:

If this is your first time facilitating a digital workshop in MURAL or you just need
a refresher, here are a few tips and tricks to make you look like a pro:

�   Invite contributors to the canvas and test access in advance of your online
workshop.

�   Timebox activities and use the built-in timer to keep each activity on track.

�   Use different colored squares (pseudo post-it notes) for each lane in the
Customer & Employee Journey Map.

�   Take screenshots of touchpoints and interactions that will provide additional
context into what the experience looks and feels like. Scale screenshots down
to visually line up with the customer behavior.

�   Add icons to visually illustrate attitudes and emotions, powered by the Noun
Project.

� � �   Leverage the voting feature to prioritize 'how might we...' questions by
voting anonymously.

�   Spread the workshop out over time. Try scheduling multiple “power hours”
with time in between to tie up loose ends and prepare for the next wave.

�   To bring the group back together, summon everyone to where you are in the
canvas. Rest assured knowing everyone's seeing what you're seeing.

Welcome to MURAL. Know
what, why, and how to use
MURAL before your
meeting.

You are using MURAL as part of
a meeting or workshop. Here is
a short overview of what, why,
and how to use the tool before
your meeting. Learn more about
MU...
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Don’t just 
think different.

Do Different.
www.experiencehaus.com



More innovative and immersive. 
More personal and tailored.

Experience a different way of learning.
And stand out from the crowd.
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Real training
• Live sessions, not pre-recorded 

• Small class sizes (8 max) 

• Adapted to your needs  

• Questions and debate 

• Using zoom.us 

The double diamond for SD

DefineDiscover Develop Deliver
Analysing a Brief
Exploration Areas
Kicking Off

Research Design
Sampling & Recruitment
Qualitative Methods
Quantitative Methods

Research Conduction
e.g. Diary Study, Gap 
Analysis, Service Safaris

Synthesising Data
Personas / JTBD
Lightweight Scenarios
Empathy Maps

Journey & Experience Maps
Opportunity Prioritisation

Problem / POV Statements / Epics 
Service Visions

Experience Principles

Ideation
Full Scenarios
Sketching
Storyboarding

Physical Prototyping
Digital Prototyping
Experiential Prototyping
Process Diving & Flows

Usability Tests
Random Controlled Trials
A/B & Multivariate Tests

DESIGN THINKING 
PRINCIPLES (HAUS)

Divergence
Many questions, ideas & prototypes 

Speed
Rapidity of prototyping, testing and learning 

Collaboration & Co-creation

Empathy & Human-centredness

Convergence
Desirability, viability, feasibility,  

synthesising & realising 

A Mindset Not a Process

Source: Adapted From Design CouncilThe Process

Pilot Programmes 
Business Casing
Measurement Frameworks

Use Cases
Service Blueprints
Channel / Phase Summaries
Touchpoint Design, Briefs & SLAs

Implementation & Rollout 
Staff Onboarding, Training & Tools
Service Specifications

http://zoom.us


Real clients
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SERVICE DESIGN COURSE BRIEF 
 
Company Name: London Sport Tech Hub 
Industry: Sport and Physical Activity 
URL: https://www.sporttechhub.co.uk/ 
 
Tell us about the company and service... 
 

This could be background, stakeholders, what the service does, employee headcount, number of 
service users, price points for different offerings, competitors, what the brand stands for etc 
 
Sport Tech Hub helps entrepreneurs to launch, grow and scale solutions that can help people 
become more active.  
 
As a service, STH runs an accelerator program for founders, offers consultancy services for public 
and private organisations as well as SMEs, have a start-up and SME database (library of tech 
products) and we publish reports to showcase the impact of tech on the population or the state of 
the 'sport tech' ecosystem.  
 
We are a small team of 2 as part of a wider team at London Sport - not for profit founded by Sport 
England and the Mayor of London's office to drive the capital's ambition of becoming the most 
physically active city in the world.  
 
Competitors wise, Sport Tech Hub is the only innovation program of its kind in the UK, albeit there 
are other tech for good or social for good tech accelerator/innovation programmes.  
 
To date we have directly supported over 31 start-ups, supporting them broker deals with over 40 
organisations and securing investment of circa £4.2m 
 
 
Where is the service delivered and where is it managed from? 
 

Which locations can the consumer/user receive the service in and where is central HQ (if not the same). 
For example, a hairdresser may have multiple branches and be HQ’d in a separate standalone office 
 
Our home is https://houseofsport.org.uk/ - located in 190 Great Dover Street, London, SE1 4YB 
 
 
 

• A live brief 

• Client interviews and workshops 

• Feedback on final project



Real consumers
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• Live research and testing with real users 

• Conducted by students 

• Facilitated by Haus
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Real mentors
• Over 50 industry leading practitioners 

• A burning passion for what they do 

• Committed to you and your journey 

• For life, not just the course 

• Best in the business: Google, Amazon, Huge, ustwo



Real workshops 
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• Online facilitation  

• Real-time collaboration 

• Innovative and fun 

• Using mural.co

http://mural.co
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Real community 
• Connect with Hausmates 

• Talk about the project and course 

• Share trends, jokes and conversation 

• Using slack.com 

http://slack.com
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Real results
• Incredible projects 

• Original portfolio pieces 

• Actual client work 

• Example Project: Sylvia Wong



Real rewards
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EH ALUMNI WORK AT

• Certificate 

• Wider network 

• Confidence  

• Career change



Timetable
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• 12 weeks 

• 2 evenings per week 

• 24 sessions 

• 4 hrs homework a week

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

Module 1
Course Orientation

Mental Models of Design
Design Thinking

What is a Service?
Defining Service Design

The Process

Module 2
Systems Thinking
Relationship Maps

Creating Meaningful Order

Module 3
Class Project Briefing

Question Storming
Prioritisation Methods

Exploration Areas

Module 4
Client Discussion Guide 
Client Workshop Prep

Research Walls

Module 5
LIVE CLIENT 

BRIEFING WORKSHOP

Module 6
Workshop Debrief
Research Process

Problem Definition & Goals
Triangulation

Secondary Research

Module 7
Primary Research

Quantitative Methods
Qualitative Methods

Module 8
Personas

Jobs-To-Be-Done
Lightweight Scenarios

Empathy Maps

Module 9
Customer Journey & 
Experience Mapping

Module 10
Recap of Research 
Design & Methods
Research Plans

Class Project Research 
Planning

Module 11
Class Primary 

Research Preparation

Module 12
Class Primary 

Research Preparation

Week 7 Week 8 Week 9 Week 10 Week 11 Week 12

Module 13
LIVE RESEARCH (1)

Debrief & Data Synthesis

Module 14
LIVE RESEARCH (2)

Debrief & Data Synthesis

Modules 15 & 16
Scaling the Wall

Co-Creation of Class Project 
Deliverables Based on 

Research
Personas

Lightweight Scenarios
Empathy Maps

Customer Journey & 
Experience Maps

Module 17
Opportunity Prioritisation 

Problem Statements & HMWs

Module 18
LIVE CLIENT 

IDEATION WORKSHOP

Back to the Wall
Eyes on the Problem

Ideation & Full Scenarios
Sketching & Storyboarding

Module 19
Intro to Prototyping

Experiential Prototyping
Paper Prototyping for Digital

Module 20
Project Prototyping
Testing & Iteration

Module 21
LIVE USER TESTING 

& VALIDATION

Iteration

Module 22
LIVE CLIENT SERVICE 

BLUEPRINTING WORKSHOP

Module 23
Service Blueprint Iteration 

& Development

Module 24
Implementation & Rollout

Course Retrospective
What next?

Getting a Job in SD



Who is it for?
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• People of all backgrounds 

• From complete beginners to 
those already working in design 

• Paramedics to UX designers



Booking & Fees
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OPTION 1

£1755 A single upfront payment of £1755

OPTION 2

£1950
A deposit of £195.00 (inc. VAT) followed 
by 3 direct debit instalments of £585

OPTION 3

£1755 Company invoice payment

Dates 
Check website for the latest dates & times


Bookings 
Book online or call +44 203 141 2010


Cost 
£1755 - 1950.00 (inc. VAT) per student


Payment Options 

http://www.experiencehaus.com
http://www.experiencehaus.com


+44 203 141 2010
learn@experiencehaus.com
www.experiencehaus.com

Experience Haus
Floor 3
168 Shoreditch High Street
London. E1 6JE
United Kingdom

www.experiencehaus.com

Contact us

mailto:learn@experiencehaus.com
http://www.experiencehaus.com
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Visualize the Customer and Employee interactions
and touchpoints using Journey Mapping

Identify Moments of Truth
by evaluating issues and opportunities

Working as a group, map the experience of the people your company serves leveraging the customer lifecycle.
Include customer behaviors, touchpoints, and attitudes/emotions. Next, map the experience of the employees
engaged in facilitating and delivering the customer experience. Include internal processes, teams/groups, systems/
tools and pain points.  4 hours

Evaluate the journey map to find issues or opportunities in the
customer and employee experience 45 minutes

TIME

Customer & Employee Journey Map
Unite customer and employee experiences through this journey map to identify and prioritize areas of focus.

PHASE

What are the high-level
phases across the
customer journey?

CUSTOMER
BEHAVIORS

TOUCHPOINTS

ATTITUDES +
EMOTIONS

INTERNAL
PROCESS

TEAMS +
GROUPS

SYSTEMS
+ TOOLS

What are the actions
taken by the customer?

What channels does the
customer use to reach
you?

What attitude or emotion
does the journey evoke?

What are the steps taken
internally to support the
customer behavior?

What teams and groups
are engaged in delivering
the experience?

What systems and tools
are used to deliver the
experience?
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TIP:

Use MURAL's
timer feature to
stay on track!
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framework courtesy of our friend
Seema Jain at MURAL
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Prepare 'needs statements'
by framing 'moments of truth'
Using the moments of truth, frame the issues and opportunities
in the form of the following short phrase: [Persona] needs a way
to _____ so that _____.  Identify themes stemming from similar
ideas. 40 minutes

______ needs a way to______ so that ______.
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do something
that

addresses
their need

The
persona
benefits

Flag the most compelling areas of focus
using Visualize the Vote
Quickly reach consensus about the key moments in the
experience that should be the team’s focus. 20 minutes

Click the
Voting Session

button in the
menu above

Click 
Start Voting

Name the
voting session

(e.g. "Most impactful
statements")

Change the
number of
votes to 3 
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Visualize the Customer and Employee interactions
and touchpoints using Journey Mapping

Identify Moments of Truth by evaluating issues
and opportunities

Prepare Needs Statements by framing
Moments of Truth

Flag the most compelling areas of focus using
Visualize the Vote
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4 Steps to Creating Digital
Customer & Employee
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Rebekah Baker of Salesforce.
This year's theme was focused
on exploring the boundaries of
what experience really means
and how to use design to make
an impact. Journey maps are ...
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Back to All Posts �  "Rapid
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Kalbach�  Understanding your
customer's experience is the
first step in creating solutions
that provide real value. The use
of visual representations --
diagrams of the experience --
helps expose opportunities for ...
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MURAL is to inspire, enhance,
and connect Imagination
Workers globally. We believe
that innovation, change, can
happen anywhere, as long as
great minds can be connected
and collaborate towards a ...
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Tips for the facilitator:

If this is your first time facilitating a digital workshop in MURAL or you just need
a refresher, here are a few tips and tricks to make you look like a pro:

�   Invite contributors to the canvas and test access in advance of your online
workshop.

�   Timebox activities and use the built-in timer to keep each activity on track.

�   Use different colored squares (pseudo post-it notes) for each lane in the
Customer & Employee Journey Map.

�   Take screenshots of touchpoints and interactions that will provide additional
context into what the experience looks and feels like. Scale screenshots down
to visually line up with the customer behavior.

�   Add icons to visually illustrate attitudes and emotions, powered by the Noun
Project.

� � �   Leverage the voting feature to prioritize 'how might we...' questions by
voting anonymously.

�   Spread the workshop out over time. Try scheduling multiple “power hours”
with time in between to tie up loose ends and prepare for the next wave.

�   To bring the group back together, summon everyone to where you are in the
canvas. Rest assured knowing everyone's seeing what you're seeing.

Welcome to MURAL. Know
what, why, and how to use
MURAL before your
meeting.

You are using MURAL as part of
a meeting or workshop. Here is
a short overview of what, why,
and how to use the tool before
your meeting. Learn more about
MU...
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